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Abstract

The trigger system of the JEM-EUSO telescope should face different major challenging points: a) to manage a large number of
pixels (∼ 3 · 105); b) to use a very fast, low power consuming, and radiation hard electronics; c) to achieve a high signal-to-noise
performance and flexibility; d) to cope with the limited down-link transmission rate from the ISS to Earth. The general overview
of the first trigger level for cosmic ray detection is reviewed; tests that validate its performance are discussed.
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1. Introduction

JEM-EUSO is a space mission devoted to the investigation
of Extreme Energy Cosmic Rays and Neutrinos (E > 5 · 1019

eV) from the International Space Station (ISS) [1]. The tele-
scope is formed by a system of three Fresnel lenses and a focal
surface filled with multi anode photomultipliers read by a front-
end electronics based on the single photon counting [2]. The
Focal Surface (FS) detector of JEM-EUSO is organized in 137
Photo-Detector Modules (PDM), composed by 9 Elementary
Cells (EC) which assemble together 4 Multi-Anode Photomul-
tipliers (MAPMT) of 8 × 8 pixels each. The Gate Time Unit
(GTU) is set at 2.5 µs as a compromise between the available
data budget, power consumption and transit time of a signal
inside the FoV of a pixel (0.5 - 0.6 km at ground, depending
on the FS location). The total amount of data that the elec-
tronics has to deal with is of ∼ 3.2 · 105 pixel/FS × 4 · 105

GTU/s × 8 bit/pixel ∼ 1 Tbps. However, the telemetry budget
of the JEM Exposed Facility (JEM/EF) is of ∼300 kbps. This
means that a huge data reduction (∼ 3 ·106) has to be performed
on-time by the on-board electronics. Moreover, the limitations
imposed by the power budget (∼1 kW for the entire telescope)
and space requirements (radiation hard electronics) contribute
to make such task even more challenging. In order to satisfy
the data-budget requirement, the trigger system to detect cos-
mic rays is organised in two successive levels. The 1st Level
Trigger (FLT) operates at EC level, which is the basic unit of
the front-end electronics. Its main aim is to reduce the rate of
fake triggers to ∼ 1 Hz/EC. The most dominant component of
the fake triggers is background fluctuations causing accidental
coincidences. Among other causes are: anthropogenic lights,
lightnings, meteors, aurorae. The 2nd Level Trigger (SLT) is
designed to operate at PDM level and it is expected to further
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reduce the trigger rate to ∼ 0.1 Hz/FS [3]. The principle to dis-
tinguish an Extensive Air Shower (EAS) event from any other
phenomena relies on the basic idea that it travels at the speed of
light along a line.

2. The First Level Trigger of JEM-EUSO

The FLT rejects most of the background fluctuations by re-
quiring a locally persistent signal above the average background
lasting a few GTUs. In this trigger level, pixels are grouped in
cells of 3 × 3 pixels. Each inner pixel of a PMT belongs to 9
different cells as it can be the center of a cell or belong to the
edges. Therefore, one MAPMT can host up to 36 cells. The
cells can not be shared by near-by MAPMTs. If for a certain
number of GTUs (Nctd) in a slot of consecutive GTUs (P), there
is at least one pixel in the cell with an activity (counts) equal
to, or higher than, a preset threshold, N, and the total number
of detected photo-electrons in the cell is higher than a preset
value S , a trigger is issued. Nctd and P are set to 3 and 5 GTUs,
respectively, while N and S are set as a function of the average
background level in order to keep the rate of triggers on false
positives at ∼1 Hz/EC.

An EAS is visible in one EC for less than 45 GTUs. This
is much shorter than the minimum fraction of time lightning
(ms), meteors (hundreds ms) and cities/airplanes (seconds) il-
luminate 1 EC. Starting from the GTU in which the FLT fires, a
confirmation counter is activated. For a preset number of con-
secutive GTUs (NGTU), the confirmation counter is increased by
1 count each GTU in which the FLT is fired. After NGTU , if the
confirmation counter has passed a certain threshold N thr

GTU , the
trigger is not activated because it indicates that the FLT fired
for a fraction of time longer than the expected duration of an
EAS. Currently, NGTU = 73 and N thr

GTU = 72. However, the two
numbers can be set independently. If the value accumulated in
the confirmation counter does not reach N thr

GTU , the trigger con-
firmation is issued and the SLT is activated. The FLT gives to
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Figure 1: Schema of the VHDL implementation of the FLT logic.

the SLT the information of the time and location of the cells
that fired the FLT.

The FLT parameters are set according to the average back-
ground level on the MAPMTs. Each EC is subdivided in groups
of 4 × 2 pixels, for a total of 32 sub-sections per EC. Every 128
GTUs (320 µs) the average count level in each group of pixels is
computed. The highest value is used to assign the FLT thresh-
olds for the next 128 GTUs on the entire EC. All the artificial
sources like cities, planes, ships can be considered static at this
level. In case of JEM-EUSO the FoV at ground of 8 pixels is
∼2 - 3 km2 depending on the line of sight of the pixels. There-
fore, the computation of the background in sub-areas of the EC
has two advantages: a) to take into account the non homoge-
neous response among pixels of the same PMT; b) reduce the
probability that an anthropogenic light source causes triggers.
This method was validated with experiments at TurLab [4] (see
Section 3).

The simulation of the trigger logic here described for one EC
has been tested on a Xilinx Virtex6 model XC6VLX240T [5]
FPGA and it required ∼ 7% of its resources. This implies that
in principle such FPGA could host all 9 ECs of a PDM.

t [s]

Figure 2: Reproduction of 4 UHECR-like events in 3 seconds of variable back-
ground data (see arrows for the first two ones). Stars indicate the timing at
which the PTT trigger in the VHDL code was fired.

3. Validation at TurLab of First Level Trigger

The concept of the FLT is currently tested and validated using
the TurLab facility where the principle of JEM-EUSO observa-
tion, data taking and light sources are artificially reproduced in
a dark and rotating enviroment to mimic JEM-EUSO’s orbits.
A detailed explanation of the setup and tests is reported in [4].

Fig. 2 shows an example of triggered EAS-like events on
variable background conditions.

Three seconds of data taking are reported with variable dif-
fused light level between ∼1 - 4 counts/pixel/GTU, which are
the typical counts expected by JEM-EUSO on oceans without
moon light [6]. On top of the diffused light level, 4 EAS-like
are generated. Each EAS track lasts 35-40 GTUs. Zooms on
the 128 GTUs around the events are shown on the bottom of the
figure. The stars indicate the time at which FLT occurred is on
time with the EAS event. The threshold adjustment on the vari-
able background avoids triggers on the variable diffused light.
The EAS events reproduced artificially have comparable shape
and intensity of a 2·1020 eV event detected by JEM-EUSO.
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